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Multimodal construction of
soccer-related humor on
Twitter and lnstagram

Thomas Messerli ond Di Yu

I ntroduction
Technology-mediated communication, particularly within popular social
media sites, grants users active roles and participatory access to its content
(Chovanec and Dynel, 2015). In this chapter, we analyze specialized soccer

humor channels on Twitter and Instagram and explore the multimodal
constrllction of soccer-related humor on these sites, and how that humor is
taken up in followers' comments. Accordingly, our research questions are:

(1) How is humor constructed by original posters (OPs) on soccer-related
Twitter and Instagram channels? (2) How do other users/commenters react

to humorous tweets and Instagram posts, and what forms of humor
sr.rpport can be observed in this context?

In the analyzed posts, the broadcaster, i.e,, the "'followable' party that
makes talk available to recipients" (Draucker, 2015, p. 49), uses text,
images, videos, audios, and GIFs to construct humorous incongruities and
invite their followers to laugh with them about a specific target-usually
an individual player or a soccer club. In doing so, broadcasters establish
involvement in the sense of Tannen (2007), i.e., they use the specific lin-
guistic and non-linguistic materials at their disposal to create and maintain
an emotional connection between their followers and themselves. In ottr
analysis of OPs, we will thus focus on the ways in which visual and textual
components are combined and reused by posters to construct soccer-

related humor. As the analysis will show, the soccer frame is activated
more directly by referring to or combining constituent elements (including
participants and events) of the beautiful game, or more indirectly by repur-
posing aspects from other domains and forcing a shift towards the soccer

frame. Encoded in the posts is an assumption by OPs that their common
ground with the recipients extends to even minor events in recent soccer

games of the major European leagues as well as of European international
competitions like the Champions League. While tlre multimodal construc-
tion of humor in itself may well be shared with humor in other domains,
the thus constructed soccer-related incongruities are special because they
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and facilitate the dialogue between parties with different opinions, which
essentially contributes to creating "a plurality of coexistence and inter-
action" (Milner, 201,3, p. 2358). Overall, social media as an inreractive
and democratic platform has been found to be consequential for engaging
the public and creating opportunities for civil participation (Butterworth,
2014). More specifically regarding soccer, it has been found that media
discourse contributes to normalizing fandom and fanaticism and spectacu-
larizing and commercializing soccer events (Lee, 2005). Cleland (2014)
also found that soccer-related social media can become platforms for anti-
Islamic and anti-multiculturalism racist discourse. As will be seen, our data
contains some aspects that may be regarded as conservative or even homo-
phobic, but generally is of an entirely more playful nature, bringing
together posters and commentafors that jointly engage in topical humor
about the sport they are interested in.

Theoreticol opprooch to humor
'We follow what can be described as an essentialist view of humor in this
chapter, which is interested in the mechanisms and affordances the broad-
casting party employs in the creation of humor in the original posts, as

well as in how followers encode their reactions to humorous posts in their
comments. Within the classical three strands of humor-relief, superiority,
and incongruity (see e.g., Attardo, 1994)-this study adheres to a defini-
tion of humor based on incongruity and resolution, which is informed by
Suls's (1972) model of humor processing. Humor is understood first and
foremost as a cognitive phenomenon that occurs when a surprising srimu-
lus runs against recipient expectations: the stimuli that recipients encounter
evoke a particular narrative frame, i.e., knowledge structures that lead to
vague expectations as to what events are likely to follow. Subsequent
stimuli, e.g., in the form of narrative events, are measured against those
expectations, and humor ensues if a stimulus is incongruous with recipient
expectations, and if that incongruity can be resolved by finding a rule that
explains its presence. 

'!7hile humor processing ultimately takes place in the
minds of the recipients-in this case the followers that read and react to
the posts-the focus of this study is on the basis of these processes in the
stimuli that are encoded in posts on social networks.

Humor in interoction ond CMC

The forms of humor in interaction are found to include but are not limited
to joke telling, anecdotes, wordplay, and irony (Norrick, 2003). Typical
features of conversational humor include overlapping speech, co-
constructions of utterances, metaphorical language, teasing, sarcasm,
linguistic put-downs, higher pitch or volume, increased speech rate, and

can appeal to a wider audience despite the extensive knowledge they

require to be successfully processed as humor.
in a second step, we will then investigate the comments that followers

post in response to the OP and establish how reactions more generally and

Lurno. support more specifically are encoded in these comments' By dem-

onstfating how original posters construct humor and how other users

respond io and ruppo.t humor, we provide further evidence of the com-

plexity of humor construction and collaborative nature of communication

är, ,o.iul media. These comments also support the successful r"rptake of

hr,rmor and thus the understanding and appreciation of the soccer-related

details that the OPs made use of.
Before presenting the findings of these empirical analyses in the fourth

and fifth sections (';Analysis 1: Humor construction in original posts" and
.,Analysis 2: user responses to humorous soccer-related posts"), we will
briefly establish the theoretical framework that informs our understanding

of comp,rter-mediated communication (CMC), interaction and of humor

thereinlsecond section: "Background"), as well as the data and methodol-

ogy on which these findings are based (third section: "Data and method").

Background

Communication on sociol media

Previous research has noted some prominent properties of the interactions

occurring on social media in various aspects such as the role of the original

posrer (öp), the participation framework, the role of media artifacts, and

ihe possibility to.r,gitrder civil participation. Draucker (2015) for

example, in analyzing the structure of interaction and participarion on

Twitter, identified the role of the 'broadcaster' as one that complements

the production roles in the Goffmanian tradition and better captures the

complexity of interactions occurring on the medium of Twitter. It is sug-

gested that the broadcaster can not only be distinguished as the animator,

Ih" nrrthor, or tl-re principle, but can also serve as an accoLtntable party that

makes talk available. It has also been noted that, despite participants'

spatial separation, interaction on social media enables an "infinite number

o? potenti"l parricipants" (Chovanec and Dynel, 2015) to become an auto-

matically ratified audience.l As Chovanec and Dynel (2015) point out,

instead of being simply a passive recipient, any audience member also has

the potential of taking on other participation roles and becoming active

p.oJu..., themselves, which leads to a shift from simply dyadic interaction

io dynamic co-creation. Besides the complex roles of participation, social

medla sites also provide the use of media artifacts, which has also become

a noteworthy phenomenon' Typical artifacts, such as memes, pictures,

videos, GIFs, Vine video loops, are said to help express one's perspectives
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this particular game, winning a competition, erc.). For the parricular rype
of soccer that our tweets and Instagram posts relate to, we can further
specify that we talk about the kind of top-tier men's professional soccer
that is broadcast on television and seen by a global audience, either
because it belongs to a soccer competition that is itself international, or
because it is part of a national competition whose appeal goes beyond
national borders (e.g., the English Premier League).

When we talk about soccer-related humor in our discussion, we thus
mean humor that uses the core and non-core elements of internationally
broadcast professional soccer as part of its setting. In particular, we find
that both the verbal and visual elements of the individual humorous posrs
activate particular aspects of the soccer frame and work in relation to
expectations based on knowledge of soccer, the domain of professional
soccer and the conventions of televisually broadcast soccer. As will be
shown, all of these knowledge strucrures are assumed by original posrers
to be part of the communal common ground of their recipients, which in
turn renders them affordances for humor construction. At the same time,
these processes thus also construct a particular audience-we find no traces
of explication of any post elements to recipients who may nor be familiar
with them.

Based on this study alone, it is not possible to decide to what extent the
patterns we find here are shared with other semantic {rames. However, it is
striking that the topicality of the channels we investigate here translares
into exclusively topical humor that is either inherently situated entirely
within the soccer frame or transferred there with the help of processes that
we will discuss in the fourth section ("Analysis l.: Humor construcion in
original posts"). It can be added that while the mechanisms of humor con-
struction we find here are linked more generally to the affordances offered
by Twitter and Instagram, their concrete realization builds on a number of
aspects that in their combination are particular to the soccer frame. These
aspects include the international popularity of the game that leads to
similar televisual representations across the globe; the fact that it is a
playful competition that is received as a form of entertainmenr and there-
fore requires little work to be made the topic of humor; and the appear-
ance of particular participants (e.g., the player Lionel Messi) as well as
more generic roles (e.g., referees), whose typical traits and behavior are
known to an international audience.

Data and method
In order to answer our research questions, we collected data from four
public soccer-related social media accounts, two each on Twitter and on
Instagram, in the first week of June 2016. Our analyses focus on the
original posts from each account, as well as on comments by other users in

significant pauses (Attardo et a\.,2011,; Coates, 2007).In conversations, it

hä b".,, fäund that humor can be accompanied and signaled by paralin-

guistic cues such as the speaker's or the listener's laughter or smile' change

i"r,,orr. of voice, changeln pitch or rhythm (Glenn,2003; Norrick,2003;

Jefferson, 1,979). For-.onu.6ations within cMC, it has been suggested

ilrrt hu1no, is used to establish group solidarity and identity as users

,ruulg"r. social life on online platformslB"ym, 1'995)' Evidently, not all of

the äentioned features will be found in humor instances on social media'

As our discussion of humor comments will show, however, the posters and

commenters use the particular linguistic and paralinguistic cues afforded to

them by the respective social media platform in order to encode humor

and humor support.

Humor support strdtegies ond responses to humor

Also relevant to this project, particularly the second research question,

which addresses the uplake of humorous posts in subsequent comments' is

previous work o1 humor support strategies and responses to various types

äf ho*or. Treating humor as an interactive phenomenon, Hay (2001)

notes commonly ob"served humor support practices including laughter and

echoing or contributing more humor. overlap and other involvement strat-

.gi., .än be used to shl* appreciation and enthusiasm. In the case of self-

däprecating humor, of*n ly-pathy or contradiction are found as

,.rponr.r."In experimental settings' Bell (201'3; 2009) also observes

,.rionr., to failei or incomprehensible humor, which is particularly inter-

esting for the purpose of thii project. She discusses a few typical responses

to ful1ed h.rmor including signaling recognition while expressing the lack

of appreciation, laughter and fake laughter, metalinguistic comments,

i.rteriections, evaluative responses, rhetorical q'estions, and_ sarcasm. In

the case of incomprehensible humor, she also discovered that typically

recipients respond iirh ."pr.$ions of non-understanding, smile, laughter,

,il.r-,.., repetition of the punch line, assessment of jokes, and request for

explanation.

Soccer os o semontic frome

In order to address the specificity of the humorous incongruities we find in

our data for soccer, we will deicribe it as a semantic frame by using the

terminology and existing framework that is implemented in FrameNet (see

e.g., Fillmäre and Baker, ZOOI). Understood from this point of view, soccer

.ä'b. described as a form of competition, which as core elements involves

a set of participants, the players, ai well as many less central elements that

include ih. u.n.r" (the pitch that it is played on), the additional particip-

ants that are involved le.g., referees), and a particular purpose (winning
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'$7e want to conclude this section with a brief note on research ethics.
First, we agree with Bolander and Locher (2014, pp. 1,6-L7) that ethical
issues need to be taken into account by researchers that work with data,
which includes data that are publicly available on the internet. The data
we analyze here are public not only in terms of their accessibility, but also
in terms of their content, and we have found no evidence in posts or com-
ments that would indicate in any way that the poster or commenter would
want their message to be understood as private. Moreover, the analyzed
data can be described as light-hearted interaction on a public and non-
sensitive topic, and it is not conceivable how our research could be disad-
vantageous in any way to any of the posters and commenters whose
contributions appear in our data. We therefore decided that even in the
absence of consent, analyzing the data and presenting them in examples as

we do here is well within what we deem to be ethically sound research
practice. The public nature of the data notwithstanding, all personal
information that is not immediately relevant to our analyses has been
greyed out in the figures.

Analysis l: humor construction in original posts2

As outlined in the previous section, the initial analysis of soccer-related
humor on Twitter and Instagram focused on the original posts by Footy-
Humour and FootyJokes}2 on Twitter, and footballiokes and perksof-

football on Instagram. Since the analyzed posts are multimodal in the sense

that they make use of one or several pictures and of short texts, which are
present in the form of captions or post texts, we will present the types of
incongruities that occur in the data categorized by the primary locus of the
incongruity. This can be either in the pictorial content, in the textual
content, or in equal parts in each of the two.

P i ctu re -re I ate d i n co n gruities

As we have mentioned, the primary mode of Instagram is visual, which is

to say that every post will by default contain at least one picture or video.
Twitter posts, on the other hand, may consist of text only. However, due
to the role that television broadcasts play in the dissemination of the type
of soccer we focus on here, we expected only marginally less multimodality
on Twitter than on Instagram. This was confirmed by the analysis of our
data, with 39 of 40 tweets including a picture or video. The only exception
is a tweet that uses only text to emulate a scoreboard and thus nonetheless
creates a visual effect. Not only do pictures occur in the data, they are
often also the primary locus of the humorous incongruity, and the follow-
ing five OP-strategies are ways in which pictures are exploited for soccer-
related humor.

response to each post, which lets us address both humor construction by

orlgirrul posters (öPs) and humor uptake' including humor support' in the

subsequent response to these original posts. Given our intefest in the multi-

modal construction of soccer-re*lated humor and its uptake in the social

*"Jiu, we started by searching for topical Twitter and Instagram accounts

and based on their'populariti selected FootyHwmour and FootyJokes}2

o.r-r*ir,.r, una potuältiokei and perksoffootball onlnstagram. This can

ü. ..g;ra.ä u, u fo.- of cluster sampling: 
'we 

assume that posters on these

,".i"i pf"rfrrms do in most cases not create the individual elements that

consti;re their posts and will instead (re-)assernble pre-existing- pictures,

Cifr, uia.or, uni .u.t texts it-r order to create posts^they then share with

their followers' Thus, the selection of humor we find on each äccount

should be a heterog.n.ou, subset of humorous soccer-related posts that

"r. 
t.ing shared on-"u.h of the two social networks. Indeed, we found that

*nitr ,fr"r. were differences between Instagram and Twitter' the two

u..ounr, on each platform were very much comparable with regard to the

type of posts they contained'
Since this i, un .*floratory study interested in creating a typology of

multimodal humor .o'.rrtr.r.tiän on social netwofksr we wefe content with

" 
,.iuriu.fy small data ser in our first analysis and accordingly limited the

number oi port, to a sample of 20 from each account' For t6e resulting 80

forrr, *. säved the URL where each of them was accessible' the texts each

äf th. porr, contained, and a screenshot of the post as it presented itself in

June 2016.'We mention this here because a firsi observation we can make

i, ifr", these posts have various degrees of fixity. Whereas the maiority of

p.rr, uv threä of the four u..ountr.o'ld still be accessed inJanuary 2017,
'nootyjoknra2 has since been closed. similarly, some o{ the commenrs we

.o1..öd for the second analysis are still publicly available' while others

have been renoved-mostly because the aicounts of the commenters have

since been deleted."'^ 
H";i; selected rhe posts, we analyzed t6em qualitatively.for the ways in

which thäy multimod"ity .."ut" hu-orous incongruities, which resulted in

" 
,or,-.rhäustive list of ho*o, construction strategies that will be presented

"nJ 
air.urr.d based on illustrative examples in the- section-"Analysis 1:

Humorconstructioninoriginalposts.',Basedonthefindingofthefirstana-
i'ri, tn", each of the two Ii-rrr"g."ro u.td Twitter accounts were comparable

ciusters of 6umorou, ,o.."r-riluted posts on the respective platform, we

"g"f"-ä..,a"J 
on cluster sampling foi the second analysis and limited our

,ädy ,o the 643 comments made it-t response to the posts of the Twitter

u..orrrr, FootyHwmowr and the 1292 comments to perksoffootball onlnsta-

gram. Tl-rese comments were analyzed qualitatively and bottom-up' i'e''

äirhou, preconceived notions aboui whatiype of comments we as research-

"rr.*p.ät.d. 
The results of the second analysis are presentedin the section

.,Anaiysis 2: User responses to hunorous soccer-related posts."
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'$7e want to conclude this section with a brief note on research ethics.
First, we agree with Bolander and Locher (2014, pp. 1,6-L7) that ethical
issues need to be taken into account by researchers that work with data,
which includes data that are publicly available on the internet. The data
we analyze here are public not only in terms of their accessibility, but also
in terms of their content, and we have found no evidence in posts or com-
ments that would indicate in any way that the poster or commenter would
want their message to be understood as private. Moreover, the analyzed
data can be described as light-hearted interaction on a public and non-
sensitive topic, and it is not conceivable how our research could be disad-
vantageous in any way to any of the posters and commenters whose
contributions appear in our data. We therefore decided that even in the
absence of consent, analyzing the data and presenting them in examples as

we do here is well within what we deem to be ethically sound research
practice. The public nature of the data notwithstanding, all personal
information that is not immediately relevant to our analyses has been
greyed out in the figures.
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Strotegy l: incongruities in pictures

When it comes to the work that is involved for the poster, the simplest

srrategy for constructing a picture-based incongruity is to find pr.e-existing

humoi'and share it wiÄ followers. One or several pictures or videos that

contain incongruities afe presented either without text, of with a caption

;; ö; thar highlights the'incongruity the target audience is meant to look

for in the post.
nlg"r. 11.1 itlusrrates this by presenting what it labels the "Best kisses

in foätball history,': It includes three pictures of soccer players kissing

orn., ftuy.r, o, -"1. or female fans, with the poster asking their followers

to .hoor. their favorite of the three. The pictorial incongruities in Figure

11.1 can be interpreted on different levels. For starters, the combination of

the frames of soi.er and romance is untypical and thus surprising. At its_

core, soccer as a competition is about those actions that allow the group of

p"rti.ip"n,, that play for one team to win against the 
_other 

team using the

-.urrr'thrt the rule of the game affords them. Including more peripheral

activities, celebratory scenes"when significant steps towards that goal have

been taken are also expected, in which case elements of the frames of

celebration as a type oiro.iui event and friendship as a type of personal

,.iutio"rhip u.. uiro evoked. This does not, however, include unambigu-

o.rrly .o-äntic actions. Given the strong heterosexual bias shared by the

-"iätfry ti soccer players (and athletes- more generally) and many of their

fu*, th. rwo pictuies äisplaying kisses between two men may be perceived

as particularly incongruous with expectations.3 \While comparatively little
effort is required for the poster in these cases-they merely find rather than
create incongruities-the inclusion of the third image (a player kissing a
woman) and the explicit invitation by the OP for followers to choose
between the three images ("rWhich one is your favourite?") indicare that
the inherently incongruous material is carefully positioned in a way that
highlights its incongruousness. It has to be added that this straregy is con-
strained by the availability of pictures and videos that can be found and
distributed: In order to be relevant for these accounts that are dedicated to
soccer-related humor, postable pictorial content needs to be both humor-
ous and belong to the domain of soccer.

Strotegy 2: coptions recontextualizing incongruities in pictures

The second strategy apparent in the data is related to the first one insofar
as here, too, the posted picture already contains a humorous incongruity
and thus can be said to be humorous in and of itself. However, in this case,
the incongruity does not or not entirely reside within the domain of soccer,
which is why work has to be done by the poster to make it relevant. In
Figure 11.2, for instance, the pre-existing incongruity in the picture con-
trasts the frame of soccer with that of the snowman, an inanimate object
that bears some iconic resemblance to a human agent. This contrast is only
activated, however, when the poster establishes a metaphorical connection
to Atl6tico Madrid's Slovenian goalkeeper Jan Oblak. In the decisive
penalty shoot-out of the UEFA Champions League final, which had taken
place three days before this Instagram post was made, Oblak failed to stop

Best kisses in football historY
3t p€rkeltootball Followlns

p€rksolfootball Whlch on€ Is youl lsvourno?

"$, perksofloorball Followlno

perksolfoolb€ll #oblak

Figure I /.1 lncongruities in Pictures. Perksoffootball, I June 2016' lnstagram Figure I 1.2 Recontextualizing incongruity. Perksoffootball, 3l May 2016. lnstagram
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änv of his opponents' penalties' The post is thus an attempt to make fun of

ä'c,Ji,'*#i, ;ä;;;;;i;i. fo, th. resulting defeat against citv rivals

Real Madrid. fh. pi.t,rl. 
"rrd 

th. reference to effectivity on penalties in

this case only require;;";;i; L"o*ltdgt of soccer' Recipients need to

know that the participari, rt ", 
stands beween the goalposts is typically the

äil;;; ;nä tnut i, o, she attempts to anticip;te the direction of the

B;ü;;ästop ir before it crosses the line. They realize that.for a snowman

to be called *o." .ff.t'itt 
'ttuo " 

goalkeeper' that goalkeeper must do

worse than standing;ii. iil il;ce of hostile humor is then merelv

linked to the ,r"-. 'öL'i"p;i-*fti.tt evokes not only the particular goal-
'f...p.t, 

U* also his performance in the recent final'
--äilr; 

11.3 from il,. i*irr.' account FootyHum.orzr.follows the same

,rr"ö, U.r, ,rr., ,n. l"piio" t" liken a video of a dancing boy to the ioy

Manchester United f",,,'-"" have experienced when they learned about

star player Zlatan l;;;;;ti l"-i"g their club' which was announced

ä;J;;; J"y, b.fot. ihi' post' Interestinglv' the o? accidentallv or con-

sciously left a previo;r-;;;i"1, "Chelsea- ians right now"'," in place,

which shows tnut tf,. '"-ä video on Vine had previously. been used to

establish a link to "r.,-rr* 
.r"u, chelsea, and meiaphorically render their

reaction to another event'

Strotegy 3: reinforcing incongruities in pictures by iuxtoposing them

with other Pictures

Another similar strategy employed by OP.s in our data is to find a humor-

ous soccer-r.tur.a pi.i,1,. ot "iat" 
and then to combine it with new pic-

ariui .orrr.rrt in oider to reinforce the humorous effect. This strategy can

be described u, u .oÄUi""iio" of the first two' since it on the one hand

makes use of u pr"-.äi"g-i"t""gt"i'y-from the domain of soccer' and on

the other hand uses;äffi""i.oär.r,i from a different domain for humor-

ouseffect.Figuresll.4andll.5aretwostillsfromavideothatwasposted
ur"irririrr;ztbay und;;;;" creare humor in this fashion: The video con-

sisrs of two parrs, ;;h ;i them around rwo seconds long. The first part,

illustrated by Figure 11'4, is a moment taken from the live broadcast of a

recent soccer gu-., i" *iri.tr the referee is repeatedly sticking his tongue

out. The second p*trinittttlrJ) ti*ptv adds video of a goat doing similar

movemenrs *ltf, its to"ä".. n, *", iott. in the Snowman/oblak example

(Figure 11.2), the p.ti lt'"Ufithes a connection between soccer and a

different semanric fiu-., in this case that of animal behavior. However,

whereas tn. for-., .*"*pit n"at pre-existing non-soccer related humor in

order to make fun of " ,o..., ev:ent, in thi"s ."s. the pre-existing visual

incongruity i, utr."jy äpl"i '"a 
co'''ld be posted on its own' and the

;;;;;;ffin with n,tothä' domain merelv serves 
-to. 

e.mphasize the unex-

;;;;ä;;J, in this ;;;;';f ,h. referee,s behavior. \while our analyses here

6 Footy Humour
@FooiyHumour

Man Utd fans after hearing that Zlatan is
joining them!

Follow @FootyHumour on Twltter's post on Mne

Chelsea fans right now.-

Vie'r on Virra

Figure I1.3 Reinforcing incongruities in pictures. Footyhumour, 3 June 20 16.
Twitter.

leave aside aspects of rypicality, we would assume this third strategy to be
rarer than the first two because it has the same constraints as the first one,
i.e., it is limited to pre-existing humorous and soccer-related material, and
at the same time requires extra work by the poster like the second strategy.

Strotegy 4: incongruous colloges

The strategies that were discussed so far have in common that they do not
alter the individual images they use to construct humor. This is different in

Follnw
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gt pdksffootball Fallowlng

perk6ottoolb6ll tlclattenburg E

the strategy that we have here termed incongrwous collages, Conceptually,
it is again a case of establishing a metaphorical link between different
events. However, rather than achieving this effect in a linear fashion, by
juxtaposing different elements, the images themselves are manipulated in
order to map the two domains. Figure 11.6 presents an exampleftomfoot-
balliokes, in which the underlying picture shows an Atl6tico Madrid player
running to the sidelines to embrace a female supporter, while a man in a
white shirt holds on to the player's arm. This image has been altered by the
poster in a very simple fashion, by inserting a logo of the soccer club Real
Madrid to cover the Atl6tico player's head, a picture of the UEFA Cham-
pions League cup to cover the female fan's face, and an Atl6tico logo to
cover the face of the man in the white shirt. '$üithout the manipulation,
there is of course nothing incongruous about the celebratory scene.
However, for those aware of the context of the UEFA Champions League
final between Real and Atl6tico that was already mentioned, a relation of
opposites between the two levels of the picture emerges. In the original
picture, an Atl6tico player is about to embrace an Atl6tico fan, while
another fan acts as a bystander desperate to quite literally grab the player's
attention; in the collage, the Atl6tico player becomes a symbolic repres-
entation of Real and the female Atl6tico fan is made the cup Real is about
to hold in their hands, the prize they are about to win. It is Atldtico that
becomes the bystander on this second level established by the collage.
However, perhaps because of the simplicity of the way in which the collage
is created, it is open to different readings that depend on the mapping
between the two levels, i.e., on the individual recipient's inclusion or exclu-
sion of particular elements of the original picture as meaningful constitu-
ents of the collage. Thus, another reading of the three-party interaction is a

Figure ll.4 lncongruous action' Perksoffootball' 31 May 20 l6' lnstagram'

rll

,$ä, psretbolbsll Followinq

p€rk6oltootb€ll +lcla{enburg U

üS&. t@tbelllokqG

f@tbal{oko8 That s€ys lt all

@

Figure Il.5 Juxtaposing incongruities' Perksoffootball' 31 May 20 l6' lnstagram

Figure I /.6 lncongruous collage. Footballjokes, 29 Ylay 20 I 6. lnstagram
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reinterpretation of the male fan's grab of the player's nlT as an attempt to

,*p nä from reaching the cop; a.rd the collage of the female fan as

champions League .rrp 
".un 

both be seen as an attribution of volition to

,h;pr;., whichls thus consciously partial in the Real/Atl6tico rivalry, and/

o, * u sexist mapping of prize to'young woman on which the plausibility

ol th. -.t"photiiaj links between the two levels depends'a-- 
iil .ollug" shows how a simple yet effective manipulation of the

pi.trrr. 
"nubi", 

the OP to make u hu-o'ou' comment about the fact that

iorr,ru.y to the joyous scene of player and fan in the original picture'

Atl{tico lost in the end, whereas Real won the competition. It is interesting

to note here that while this humor strategy is clearly visual in nature, the

humorous incongruity does not in fact reside either in the original picture

;;l; rh. layer thät th; oP superimposed on it:'!ühat is incongruous here is

ilr. ,.l"tionrhip between the iwo levels, which create a co-existence of two

opposites.

player Marcus Rashford scoring for the narional team of England-two
very different reacrions by Rashford's team mates are contrasted: A smiling
'S7ayne Rooney on the right faces a less than pleased Daniel Sturridge on
the left. As was the case in Strategy 4, humor depends on rhe work done
by the OP, that is, connecting the two pictures by putting them next to
each other. Apart from the thus achieved incongruity, humor here can also
be related to superiority, which is already present in the post. Essentially,
the followers of the OP can laugh with them and the smiling Wayne
Rooney about Sturridge who was at that time competing with Rashford
for a place in the England squad at the Euro 2016. Thus, the successful
communication of humor in this case requires for recipients to be familiar
with the particular situation in which each of the depicted players found
themselves at the time of posting, This allows recipienrs to make inferences
about which players are in direct competition with each other and would
therefore be happy or unhappy to see their teammate succeed.

Strotegy 5: iuxtaposition of incongruous pictures

For the final pictorial strategy we want to discuss here, the focus is also on

the establishäd relationship between the pictures it iuxtaposes. An incon-

g.riry i, created by combining two pictures that are in contrast with each

ätfr.r. fnir is the case i' Figure 1.I.7,where-in the context of the young

Iext-reloted incongru ities

In the first five strategies, the OP constructed humor mainly in pictures or
by establishing new relationships between pictures. Contrary to this,
humor in the following two cases depends mostly on rhe work done in the
captions or post texts.

The reactions to Rashford's goal "$!" 
perksotlootbbll

porksotf ootbäll The dilf erence

Followlng

Strotegy 6: humorous captions ond post texts

Despite the fact that visual materials are central to all four accounts, one
strategy for OPs is to construct humorous incongruities linguistically and
use imagery for purely illustrative purposes. In Figure 11.8, for instance,
the OP pokes fun at Manchester City for spending roo much money on an
individual player and contrasts this with another successful club, Juventus,
who have managed to sign a number of very successful players for free.
Instead of listing the names of these players, the OP simply posts a picture
of all of them.

Figurell.TJuxtaposedincongruouspictures.Perksoffootball,3lMay20l6

Strategy 7 : humorous recontextualizations

Another way of creating incongruity within captions or post texts is to
present one or several non-humorous pictures and recontextualize them
with the text. The post in Figure 11,.9, tor insrance, unites rwo pictures of
Real Madrid player Gareth Bale, one of his hair that appears to show a
bald spot, and one where he celebrates the Champions League victory by
putting the cup on top of his head. The caption recontexrualizes this
second picture and jokes that Bale uses the cup to cover up the bald spot
shown in the other picture.lnstagram.
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@
Footy Humour
@For:tyHumour

;5ii porkrollootball Followlng

Juventus got all these players for free'

Man City paid t49m for Raheem Sterling'

pskstl@lb6ll #g6rethbBle

'$"'r*

;1*

Figure I 1,9 Humorous recontextualization. Perksoffootball, 3 I May 20 I 6
lnstagram.

\ Multimodol construction of incongruities

In all the humor construction strategies we discussed so far, either the
visual or the textual mode could be identified as the primary locus for the
creation of humorous incongruities. In conträst, the final two patterns
entirely depend on the interaction of the two modes.

I r\ h Strotegy 8; juxtoposition of pictures ond copt,ons

The first of these two types of truly multimodal humor-construction con-
sists of non-humorous pictures and non-humorous captions. Humor
emerges, however, when these are combined by the OP. Figure 11.10 illus-
trates this and shows three pictures that relate to personnel changes at
Manchester United on the left as well as icons and text on the right. The
pictures establish a chronology of former coach van Gaal leaving the club,
Mourinho arriving as his replacement, and the transfer of Ibrahimoviö,
which was rumored at the point in time of the post. The first two icons on
the right seem to be made up of the logo of Nike, but they are used as
check marks that identify the illustrated personnel changes as completed.
The labels below the two marks specify the respective changes. The third
icon, next to Ibrahimoviö, instead uses an icon that typically signifies
within the domain of computers that a program is loading, which is indeed

6:23 PM'5 Jtrn 2016

Figure t 1.8 Humorous caption' Footyhumour' 5 June 20 l6' Twitter'

At first glance, this humor strategy appears to be very similar to

Strategy 2, which uses captions to .recon'textualize 
non-soccer-related

incongruitie, it pi.tor.r. i"iftit case, however' there is no incongruity in

the pictures per se' ;; ;ht h"*oräus effect on the followers depends

on the caption pr.uiii"g u" o"iitttty yet p.lausible interpretation of what

the two images ,.pr.r."?. Wntt the two fittuttt are of course still essen-

;i;l ;;;h; ;äri, ,ü. ho-o'oo' incongruitv is clearlv established linguisti-

cally, and the caption*."t ift"t be idlntified as the primary mode in this

strategy.

Follow
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.!ii, cert<sottoottatt

p€rksotf@Ibsll will it happon?

Followlns .1_f. perkroftootball Followlno

{

$n8l(EI!

psrksofloolb6ll Who's ready? #ucl

{

Arpstilfiu

L[Isstfi$ Figure I l. / / Breaking the pattern. Perksoffootball, 3 I May 2016. lnstagram.

Figure ll.l0 Juxtaposed pictures and captions' Perksoffootball' I June 2016'

I nstagram '

confirmed by the label below it' In this case the incongruity is created

between the frame tf t;;;; "ttJ 
tn"t of computer- programs: Establishing

the surprising connectio; ultimately amounts ?o a h"-otous way of repre-

ä;;"rh;;ai, iot,nt confirmation of the new signing'

Strotegy 9; estoblishin g and breoking a pottern

The final strategy that occurred in our-data is reminiscent of a proto-

typical way in *l'i.;;;k";;;;;';;';;;d-.As Sacks (1e74) alreadv estab-

lished,thepatternotthreeunits-twostmrlaronesandadifferentone-is
oneclassicwayinwhichjokesconstructincongruities(seealsoNorrick'
iögii. ii-ilurly, types äf po"t on Twitter and Instagram create a

sequence of pict"ef';t;'t;;;ns' with two or more establishing a

;:ä:'""d ä;"ilio". ,*""i'g aguir,st the expecrations that this

pattern evokes. l" Fi;;';i; 'ii, th"?d two pictures and'captions estab-

lish that the two C-hampions League finalists' Real (left) and Atl6tico

(right) are readv f"t;i";"';;;"äün"ui' tutitt picture of the squad of

Barcelona .rtrblirt''"' i;il;Iilü;i;ts't'; thät ti'ev' too' are readv for

the game. sin.. 
"lt 

ih"; ;;t;"ät 'hoi,'ottt' 
teams and captions that

state the teams are ;;;iä -uV seem at first glance that there is no unex-

pected element ft."--uitä thus no incongr"iiy' However' the different'

more colloquial phrasing is a first hint at a clear contrast between Barce-
lona and the two other teams: As Barcelona was already eliminated from
the Champions League competition at that point, they quite simply had
nothing to be ready for. Accordingly, the post serves to create humor at
the expense of Barcelona and their fans.

Summary of Anolysis l: humor constructio n in original
posts

The qualitative analysis of 80 posts from Twitter and Instagram accounts
that focus on soccer-related humor revealed a range of different strategies
that are used by OPs to construct humorous incongruities relevant to
soccer-fans in their posts. While some of these strategies rely mostly on the
finding of imagery that is humorous a priori, in which case rhe work of the
OP mainly consists in finding and distributing the humorous marerial, in
many cases humor only emerges due to the work done by the OP. On the
one hand, this may include recontextualization in the sense that humorous
materials from different domains are adapted to the soccer frame with the
help of captions, or by establishing a connection between different frames
by juxtaposing seemingly unrelated imagery. On the other hand, non-
humorous soccer-related images may be combined in creative ways to
create humorous effects. The analysis furthermore showed that these posts
are truly multimodal texts that depend both on linguistic and on visual
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As has become clear in the presentation of examples in "Analysis L,"
most of the original posts require a significant amount of previous
knowledge abollt soccer in general and recent important events in the
soccer world more specifically. Accordingly, commenters do not always
understand all references, which results in clarification questions in the
comments. Similarly, some of the assertions made by OPs and followers
alike lead to disagreements about their factual accuracy, which results in
followers correcting one another in the comments.

There are also comments that can be described as purely interactional.
These include early corlmenters simply claiming one of the first few spots
in the sequential order of comments, which is done for instance by simply
posting "first" or "1" as a first comment, Finally, there are many responses
that tag other users, which is done by including an @ symbol followed by
the respective user name. These comments serve to make the tagged users
aware of the post and potentially trigger further responses by them.

Humor oppreciation

\7hen it comes to specifically humor-related comrnents, a first type of
comment signals humor appreciation in some fashion. Often, this occurs in
the form of typographic emoticons or image-based emojis, since Twitter
and Instagram (as well as most major social networks) offer a wide range of
such more elaborate emojis to their users. Based on our analysis, the crying-
laughing emoji (Figure 1,1,.12) seems to be particularly popular. Apprecia-
tion of humor can also be encoded in language. This is done by transcribing
laughter as any yariation of "hahaha," by using an acronym such as LOL
(laughing out loud), or by explicating humor appreciation, e.g., by asserting
"that's funny." Typically, appreciation seems to be only encoded on one of
the presented levels, i.e., either by using emoticons/emojis or by any of the
linguistic strategies, but not by a combination of both.

Humor construction in comments

Rather than simply reacting appreciatively to humor, comments are also
used to construct humorous incongruities. These incongruities may simply
be call backs, i.e., repetitions of the humor created by the OP, but they
also construct new incongruities, which typically relate to the same
teams and/or players to which the OP made reference. In either case, the

Figure I I .12 Crying-laughing emoji. U+ 1F602: Foce of tears of joy. Unicode
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humorous i,t.ong,,'iiit' in ittt otigi"al post' we find that followers first

ofallreacttotheoPandotlrerusers.InthosecaseswheretheoPasksa
question ln the initinl;;;;;iti" is.taken up as a first pair part by many of

the commenr.rr, nndl-us is to be expeäted-they accordingly comply

with a clirect answer to the question as a second pair part in their

tttlrrolilt. 
posts where conrrasting images are iuxraposed, we find com-

ments rhat orr., nn'Jpiri."-"r-r. 
"*t i.ti of the two images, perceived as

two choices off"."ä;; ;[t oP, the commenter prefers' .More 
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"r'iir. ilt.' 
In reaction to the post presented in Figure

.r,-,. foilower offers the following comment:
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1 Ibrahimovic don't play on thursdays

player DannY Drinkwaterr

2 No drinkwater yes drinkchampagne

3 Don't get it
4 What does it mean?

Humor comment or question

An interesting avenue of humor research is the study of failed and

incomprehenribl. humoi' wi't'"tgu'd to incomprehensible humor' Bell

(2013, p. 187) 6rrds that for the most part"t'pondtn" "admit their lack

of unclerstanaing opt"ii''ii" 't'" 
tn" oi Twitter and Instagram comments'

however, we would t;;;t;;h;;t to be much less pressure on followers to

acknowledge their lack of comprehension' "'d'we 
speculate that the

defaurt answer ro r"il.äuiä;;:;*pt"t.nriut. humor will simplv be the

absence of a comme; ti;il"*td ttat' there 
-ale 

some responses in our

äut" ,hu, explicitly confirm lack of comprehenslon:

and teams the butt
11.10, for instance'

First,thiscommentexplicitlymentionslbrahimoviö'whoispresentedin
the original post, but ;Ät^;;;;""t cleverly creates humor that targets not

only him, but also ,ftt if"f' ftt it at that point 
"'*o'ed 

to ioin' Manchester

United. on the .^. ft""ä, "f"'i"g 
to plny on a certain day of the week ties

in with the arroganc.';;J.;;;;;.:"t.ä *lth ihi' pluvtt; on the other hand'

Thursday is picked by;;;"t;enter because that is the day when Europa

League games t"ttt pt"t"' Thus' the commenter also creates a humorous

iab at Mancr,.r,.' un;?J;: ;^h;it'"; not been successful enough to qualify

for the superior ch";;ä";;"t"i *rtitn would mean playing ttn Tues-

o"ta;i,il,t*:ldlä 
uto some rare c.ases"of simple language-based humor,

for instance when a;;;;;;;"k"t fun of i'" "n*t 
of Leicester citv

'\(hile there are only few occurrences of such admissions in our data'

äö;;;m.*fr.fr".sible humor on social media would be an interest-

injtopic for future research'
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Stronded conyersotions

Specifically on Twitter, one common type of response found in comments
is stranded conversations in which commenters break into smaller conver-
sations on their own, quite sirnilar to the notion of schisming in face-to-
face multi-party interactions (Egbert, 1.997; Sacks et al., 1974). The
comments in Figure 11.13 are in reaction to an original post that reads, "I
said Bale not Bailly you useless idiot..." featuring rhe photos of Josd
Mourinho and one of Manchester United's scouts on the phone. The first
user responds with a laugh token "haha" and commenting that "either
way, @ericbailly24 wouldn't be a bad signing," while tagging the OP as

well as another user and one of the soccer players discussed. The two users
then commence a three-turn c()nversation on their own regarding the
details of the signing.

Although the two users break into a smaller, dyadic conversation, note
that the tagged parties are notified of being tagged and have the choice of
participating in this particular conversation. Similarly, other recipients of
the original post can also view this stranded conversation and have the
option of liking and retweeting particular turns, or even joining in. The
specific strategies of schisming on social media platforms with such techno-
logical affordances, such as Twitter and Facebook, are also an interesting
phenomenon that warrants further research.

Multimodol cornrnents

Another unique phenomenon found on Twitter is the use of multimodal
comments such as pictures and memes. Figure 11.14 below is an example

u.tfr,{I. tj .Jriir ;to I fi

T tltr.lf . 5 .lun :lLii {,:

Illlft!V!n(l 1o ilirl:.,.t'rVi ii ii iir r.

,:,li'Ihaha... eitherway, ,,,),-,Iwouldn't be a bad signing.

i) I '._l, (',) I Ll

Iocl.r Jrir l:tilii
of course, looks like every,thing United lack at the back. Hopefully it's done ASAP

ü r 'Li t.) 1 LJ

The signing will most probably bo made otficiäl by the ond of this coming weok.
It's a race between us, Barca and PSG.

Q 1"1. i:) LJ

Figure I /. / 3 Stranded conversation in comments, MoketeMoloantoa and
Cobbz6, 5 June 20 16. Twitter.
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I.dsI.sJLrn2o1G
Rep!ying to ü'Foölyl"hinrour

(lFcc-rtyI'lu:nourI I,.t.,I 5Jun2o1tl

fieplying to (OFooi!'l'iLlrrli)ur

not that difficult'j '::.

t t tr t ! i + \j2 t | !: r -t iq r. t t.:,

Figure Il./5 Multimodal comment (Twitter: Footyhumour). SamboblS0,5 June
20 16. Twitter.

Figure I l./4 Multimodal comment' Danielellgam' 5 June 20 l6' Twitter'

of a multimodal comment responding to an original post that says'

,.Ronaldinho ."rfa ""i*.g a mermaij#SoccerAid2o16." Responding to

the Op, the recipient.oÄ,ri."* "not that difficult" with two frowning face

ä;;, ;;;"*äni.d bv u picture showing a mermaid with a red line cross-

;;lh;t"ch hä, tail. r'tti, ttt-t to indicate that nutmegging a mermaid is

not as challenging ut ,tt. Op suggests' This.comment is potentially critiqu-

i;; ;.;;;,.fi, ä'r the original post and the use of the picture serves to

illustrate the commenter's point'
'^^ 

nrr.in., example ir-in. .o--ent in Figure 11.15, which.features a

single meme with no verbal comment "*ttpf 
tagging the OP' The original

,,"ä.i,-ifftt,tated earlier in Figure 11'8, states tLat "Juventus qo! all these

players for free. fvr"r,'City p^ia Ul^for Raheem Sterling"' while posting

itr.'fttoro, of nine ,o...t piay-ers'.The comment itself is a meme featuring

;;ii;;"" sick in L.ä *iin the caption 'THIS POST GAVE ME

inNcBn, EBOLA AND AIDS," which receives 12 likes' The meme serves

to illustrate the strong impact of the originalpost (i.e., "it kills me"), be it
of its humorous effect, or its poignancy, or perhaps the lack of humor.

Although not many instances of multimodal comments are present in
our data, they enable the audience to comment in ways more complex than
a brief verbal comment, which allows more equal participation and
encourages creative use of the comment space.

Summory of Analysis 2: user responses

The second part of the analysis, which addressed user reactions to humor-
ous posts, illustrates first of all that there are a range of response patterns
that are not directly linked to humor. Besides offering evaluative comments
related to specific players or teams, more importantly for the central ques-

tions of this chapter, commenters were shown to signal humor apprecia-
tion in different ways and even to construct new humorous incongruities
in their comments. In cases where they inferred the intention by the OP
to be humorous but did not understand the post's humor, commenters
also explicated their lack of comprehension and asked the OP for clarifica-
tion. We have also observed that there are humor response patterns that
are exclusive to Twitter. Twitter commenters have the option to post
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conversations that ensue can be described as polylogues (Marcoccia,2004),
in which followers encourage other users to in-.onrtruct further humorous
instances. The resulting humorous polylogues underline that humor in this
domain, although managed by broadcasters, is a collaborative effort that
involves broadcasters, followers, and other users.

Appendix
Note: some URLs rnight be inaccessible due to accounts that have since
been deleted.

Notes
1 \fhile the number of participants is of course finite at any given moment in

time and restricted to those that have the technological means to access the
particular form of online communication in question, the claim of a potentially
infinite audience includes the fact that interactions on social media are on
record, i.e., that it is not foreseeable when or if they cease to be accessible to new
audiences.

2 In this section, which focuses on original posts, the figures present the respective
post as it appeared on our screen, with comments whited or"rt,

3 Identifying a man kissing another man as incongruous of course in no way
reflects the value systems of the authors of this chapter. However, responses to
this post such as "Ha gayyy..." and "The one that is not gay ..." reveal that
some of the followers do indeed evaluate the pictures as incongruous because of
their representation of male soccer players kissing male colleagues or fans.

4 \We would like to thank the editors for pointing out rhe ahernative readings of
this collage. They not only show additional potential for this particular post, but
also highlight yet again that humor is ultimately constructed by individual recipi-
ents. !7hile rnost of the posts we examine here are fairly unambiguous at least
when it cornes to the main incongruity that is being constructed, others allow a
range of different interpretations for recipients and only encode some cues that
allow researchers to infer the OP's intent.

5 There is of course a range of devices and, in the case of Twitter also a range of
software, through which posts and comments can be read. The individual choice
of soft- and hardware will influence the reading experience and may in some
cases relativize the distinctions we rnade here. However, the differences hold true
at least when users access posts through the official Twitter and Instagram apps
on their smartphone or computer.
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multimodal comments' which means that they have the.option to construct

i;;;h.; instances of multimodal incongruities. Finally, the-difference in pre-

sentation, with responses to tweets being more independent frotn the OP

than those on Instagram, also leads to suanded conversations on Twitter'

il;;";;;.r"lty, .'"inä'rt "i f*i,r.t 
facilitates more discussion and inter-

action among ,..ipi.nt, ""J 
t"utrltt them to make creative contributions

to humor as a type of support strategy'

Conclusion
'We analyzed 80 posts on two Twitter and two Instagram accounts dedic-

ated to soccer-related humor as well as iust fewer than 2000 comments' in

order to establis6 h.-;;;;;r, used the multimodal affordances of the two

social networks to .o,tä"utt humorous incongruities' and how'comment-

ers reacted to these p"t"' fnt analysis of original posts showed that even

within this relatively small sample, a fange o-f strategies are employed by

prrÄ, *frf.h -"k" fiii "t. oi ,t. mult]modal affordances provided by

the medir-rm. ln pnrti.'-r1u',- po"ttt based the humorous incongruities in

their posts on pr.-."iliing'Ärngt they found in pictures and videos' but

they also creatively ."tti?"t"a ht'*o' by juxtaposing visual and textual

materials from the arä"i" .r,rccer as ,".11-"r from other domains. often,

humor is thus not or ,to, ottty a product of funny pictures and funny texts'

but also the result ,i;;;I";["rhip b",*..n diife.ent stimuli that is only

"ri"ftLltft.a 
due to the work done by the broadcasting party'

'When it comes to the responses to posts' our data shows that comment-

ers actively engage *iil OP: by signal'ing humor appreciation and recogni-

tion in different ways, but ut'ä t'y comäunicating explicitly that they did

,rot und..rrnnd a pu.ti.ular humorous instance' Furthermoret commenters

also interact with each other-sometimes in direct relation to the topical

humoroftlreoPandatothertimesmoreindependently.onTwitterin
particular' ,"rponr., tvhiJ upptnt in the form of new tweets that are

linked to the original iweet can lead to separate"dyadic conversations'

which also indicates that Twitter as a social_ platform 
,encourages 

more

n.ilu. putri.ipation in htrmor construction by followers than ls the case on

Instagrarn. Ho*.u..,Toin "tt*otttt 
enable not only posters' but also their

i"ii.ir.rrtlp,o ptuy'utt uttiut tol" in humor construction' Even an action

as simple u, tugging u*;;'h* ;; contributes to active participation and

;"i;;i; auth;;hi; J 'ottt'-"l"ttd 
cMC humor' since it invites

otheruserstojointheinteractionandcontributetotlrehumorousevent'
ü.-ü üy tlrnprv fn i"g tt ttt*t*i"g the original post' Ot 

-*:Y,t:g:n^t::
uppr.alu,io", ..iri.it- or incomprehension' or even by contrtbutlng more

humor in support ;i;i; or. rir.,r, the participation role of followers is

not limited to that of pu"iut '"tipitttitt 
They are involved as agents

who create ftu-o.o,,,-ttiä"' Uy u"i fo' themseives' which means that the
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who create ftu-o.o,,,-ttiä"' Uy u"i fo' themseives' which means that the
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